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Madrid
4 days
Barcelona
4 days
Madrid – Barcelona
5 days
Barcelona – Madrid – Lisbon
7 days
Madrid – Sevilla – Madrid
5 days
Madrid – Sevilla – Cordoba – Madrid
5 days
Madrid – Córdoba – Sevilla- Granada- Madrid
7 days
Madrid – Cordoba – Sevilla – Granada – Barcelona 8 days
Madrid – Sevilla – Barcelona
6 days
Madrid – Lisbon – Sevilla- Granada – Madrid
10 days
Madrid – Lisbon – Sevilla – Granada – Barcelona 12 days
Barcelona – Ibiza
5 days
Honeymoon Barcelona
5 days
Honeymoon Barcelona – Mallorca
7 days

Our tours included:
•
•
•
•
•

Transfers by Superior car
Assistance at arrival in each city
Sit In Coach half day tours in each city
24 hours telephone assistance for passengers
Private city tours for Honeymooners
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Madrid, 4 days
1.- Madrid
Welcome to the Capital fo Spain, At Arrival you are met & are escorted to your hotel by our assistance.
Transfer will be by luxury car, Mercedes or Audi, with driver English speak. Accommodation in your hotel.
2.- Madrid
Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a private Tour of Madrid, by luxury car with driver English speak.
As the capital of Spain, Madrid is a city of great cultural and political importance. A complete vision of Madrid will be
reached at the end of this tour. Having a panoramic sightseeing of the old part of the city.
So we will also approach the façade of the Royal Palace, the 18th century left its Neoclassical mark on the splendid
Royal Palace complex, the Sabatini Gardens and Campo del Moro, located in the city centre. The church of San
Francisco El Grande, the fountains of Paseo del Prado, the Toledo Bridge, the Prado Museum, and Puerta de Alcalá are
also good examples of this splendid style.
3.- Madrid
Buffet b/fast and free day of Madrid, Possibility to do shooping in the center of Madrid or go to Toledo
as optional tour. Toledo is the medieval town famoust of Spain, it was the capital of Spain and
The whole mazy urban network of the Jewish quarter of Toledo reflects the history, with its two emblematic
synagogues of El Tránsito and Saint Mary the White, which converted Toledo into an essential centre of western
Judaism.
4.- Madrid
B/fase and private transfer from hotel to International airport. Proceed onwards to your next destination
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Barcelona, 4 days
1.- Barcelona
Welcome to Barcelona city!! You are in the Catalonian Capital! At Arrival you are met & are escorted to your hotel by
our assistance. Transfer will be by luxury car, Mercedes or Audi, with driver English speak.
Accommodation in your hotel.
2.- Barcelona
Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a private Tour of Barcelona , by luxury car with driver English speak.
The variety and wealth of Barcelona's heritage provide a number of attractive routes through
its various districts. This way, the traveller will get to know the most typical monuments of the city.
Barcelonais a cosmopolitan Mediterranean city.We will visit the façade of Cathedral, the façade of Sagrada Familia.
A unique creation that has become Barcelona's most universal symbol. Visit will continue to the Olympic Village,
Columbus monument and will go direct to Montjuïc Mountain where you will be able to see the Olympic Stadium.
3.- Barcelona
Buffet b/fast and free day of Barcelona, possibility to do shopping in ramblas area, to relax on the beach or
go as an optional tour to Montserrat . Montserrat is a mountain, a sanctuary and a monastery founded in the 11th
century, is located in a Natural Park 60 km on the west of Barcelona.
4.- Barcelona
B/fast and private transfer from hotel to International airport. Proceed onwards to your next destination
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Madrid – Barcelona, 5 days
1.- Madrid
Welcome to the Capital fo Spain, At Arrival you are met & are escorted to your hotel by our assistance.
Transfer will be by luxury car, Mercedes or Audi, with driver English speak. Accommodation in your hotel.
2.- Madrid
Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a private Tour of Madrid, by luxury car with driver English speak.
As the capital of Spain, Madrid is a city of great cultural and political importance. A complete vision of Madrid will be
reached at the end of this tour. Having a panoramic sightseeing of the old part of the city.
So we will also approach the façade of the Royal Palace, the 18th century left its Neoclassical mark on the splendid
Royal Palace complex, the Sabatini Gardens and Campo del Moro, located in the city centre. The church of San
Francisco El Grande, the fountains of Paseo del Prado, the Toledo Bridge, the Prado Museum, and Puerta de Alcalá are
also good examples of this splendid style.
3.- Madrid – Barcelona
B/fast and private transfer from hotel to railway station in odder to pick up the high speed train to Barcelona. Only 4
hours and you are in the Catalonian Capital! The private transfer is organized on arrival in order to escort you to your
hotel. Accommodation in your hotel
4.- Barcelona
Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a private Tour of Barcelona , by luxury car with driver English speak.
The variety and wealth of Barcelona's heritage provide a number of attractive routes through
its various districts. This way, the traveller will get to know the most typical monuments of the city.
Barcelonais a cosmopolitan Mediterranean city.We will visit the façade of Cathedral, the façade of Sagrada Familia.
A unique creation that has become Barcelona's most universal symbol.
Visit will continue to the Olympic Village, Columbus monument and will go direct to Montjuïc Mountain where you will
be able to see the Olympic Stadium and Sant Jordi Palace.
5.- Barcelona
B/fast and private transfer from hotel to International airport. Proceed onwards to your next destination
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Madrid – Barcelona, 5 days

Barcelona – Madrid –Lisbon, 7 days
1.- Barcelona
Welcome to Barcelona city!! You are in the Catalonian Capital! At Arrival you are met & are escorted to your hotel by
our assistance. Transfer will be by luxury car, Mercedes or Audi, with driver English speak.
Accommodation in your hotel.
2.- Barcelona
Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a private Tour of Barcelona , by luxury car with driver English speak.
The variety and wealth of Barcelona's heritage provide a number of attractive routes through
its various districts. This way, the traveller will get to know the most typical monuments of the city.
Barcelonais a cosmopolitan Mediterranean city.We will visit the façade of Cathedral, the façade of Sagrada Familia.
A unique creation that has become Barcelona's most universal symbol. Visit will continue to the Olympic Village,
Columbus monument and will go direct to Montjuïc Mountain where you will be able to see the Olympic Stadium.
3.- Barcelona -Madrid
B/fase and private transfer from hotel to railway station in odder to pick up the high speed train to Madrid. Only 3
hours and you are in the Catalonian of Spain. The private transfer is organized on arrival in order to escort you to your
hotel. Accommodation in your hotel
4.- Madrid
Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a private Tour of Madrid, by luxury car with driver English speak.
As the capital of Spain, Madrid is a city of great cultural and political importance. A complete vision of Madrid will be
reached at the end of this tour. Having a panoramic sightseeing of the old part of the city.
So we will also approach the façade of the Royal Palace, the 18th century left its Neoclassical mark on the splendid
Royal Palace complex, the Sabatini Gardens and Campo del Moro, located in the city centre. The church of San
Francisco El Grande, the fountains of Paseo del Prado, the Toledo Bridge, the Prado Museum, and Puerta de Alcalá are
also good examples of this splendid style.
5.- Madrid – Lisbon
B/fast and private transfer from hotel to railway station in odder to pick up the flight to Lisbon. Only 1 hour and
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You will be in the capital of Portugal. The private transfer is organized on arrival in order to escort you to your hotel.
Accommodation in your hotel

Barcelona – Madrid – Lisbon, 7 days
6.- Lisbon
Today we will discover Lisbon. On the right bank of the broad Tagus river estuary, the capital of Portugal graciously
reclines over rolling hills. This is a spectacular geographical location and does much to explain the cosmopolitan history
of the city. Its exceptional natural light, which has long inspired writers, photographs and filmmakers and the medieval
districts bestow Lisbon with the peculiar atmosphere of a city perched somewhere between the European north and the
Mediterranean south. Free afternoon for a fado show with a wine tasting.
5.- Lisbon
B/fast and private transfer from hotel to railway station in odder to pick up the flight to your country

Madrid – Sevilla – Madrid , 5 days
1.- Madrid
Welcome to the Capital fo Spain, At Arrival you are met & are escorted to your hotel by our assistance.
Transfer will be by luxury car, Mercedes or Audi, with driver English speak. Accommodation in your hotel.
2.- Madrid
Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a private Tour of Madrid, by luxury car with driver English speak.
As the capital of Spain, Madrid is a city of great cultural and political importance. A complete vision of Madrid will be
reached at the end of this tour. Having a panoramic sightseeing of the old part of the city.
So we will also approach the façade of the Royal Palace, the 18th century left its Neoclassical mark on the splendid
Royal Palace complex, the Sabatini Gardens and Campo del Moro, located in the city centre. The church of San
Francisco El Grande, the fountains of Paseo del Prado, the Toledo Bridge, the Prado Museum, and Puerta de Alcalá are
also good examples of this splendid style.
3.- Madrid – Sevilla
Buffet B/fat and private transfer from hotel to railway station in odder to pick up the high speed train to Sevilla . Only 3
hours and you are in one of the nicer cities of Spain. Trasnfer from railway station to your hotel.
the Andalusia capital! Free afternoon and possibility to book as optional a flamenco dance show in the capital of
Flamenco.
4.- Sevilla - Madrid
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Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a regular tour of Sevilla. Departure from your hotel
First stop will be in the cathedral, one of the world's most beautiful Gothic temples. The dimensions of this cathedral
make it the third largest church in the world.After the Santa Cruz quarter, we will pass by the Reales Alcázares (Royal
Fortresses), Archive of the Indies declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO, we will arrive till the Guadalquivir river,
where we will find the Torre del Oro, of Arab origin, which dates back to the 13th century and was part of the ancient
walls. After lunch, transfer from your hotel and departure by fast train to Madrid. Transfer from railway station to
Your hotel. Accommodation
5.- Madrid
Buffet B/fast and private transfer from hotel to International airport. Proceed onwards to your next destination

Madrid - Sevilla – Cordoba – Madrid, 5 days
1.- Madrid
Welcome to the Capital fo Spain, At Arrival you are met & are escorted to your hotel by our assistance.
Transfer will be by luxury car, Mercedes or Audi, with driver English speak. Accommodation in your hotel.
2.- Madrid – Sevilla
Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a private Tour of Madrid, by luxury car with driver English speak.
As the capital of Spain, Madrid is a city of great cultural and political importance. A complete vision of Madrid will be
reached at the end of this tour. Having a panoramic sightseeing of the old part of the city.
So we will also approach the façade of the Royal Palace, the 18th century left its Neoclassical mark on the splendid
Royal Palace complex, the Sabatini Gardens and Campo del Moro, located in the city centre. The church of San
Francisco El Grande, the fountains of Paseo del Prado, the Toledo Bridge, the Prado Museum, and Puerta de Alcalá are
also good examples of this splendid style. Lunch and private transfer from hotel to railway station in odder to pick up
the high speed train to Sevilla . Only 3 hours and you are in one of the nicest cities of Spain. Trasnfer from railway
station to your hotel. the Andalusia capital! Free afternoon and possibility to book as optional a flamenco dance show in
the capital of Flamenco.
3.- Sevilla - Cordoba
Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a regular tour of Sevilla. Departure from your hotel
First stop will be in the cathedral, one of the world's most beautiful Gothic temples. The dimensions of this cathedral
make it the third largest church in the world.After the Santa Cruz quarter, we will pass by the Reales Alcázares (Royal
Fortresses), Archive of the Indies declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO, we will arrive till the Guadalquivir river,
where we will find the Torre del Oro, of Arab origin, which dates back to the 13th century and was part of the ancient
walls. After lunch, transfer from your hotel and departure by fast train to Cordoba. In just one hour, you will be in
Codoba and Transfer from railway station toYour hotel. Accommodation
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4.- Cordoba – Madrid
Buffet b/fast and regular tour from your hotel, for a tour of Cordoba. Meet your guide in the indicated area to start a
fabulous walking tour. With our guide we will take a stroll through the historic quarter of Cordoba is to discover a
beautiful the Mosque-Cathedral, which reflects the importance of the city during medieval times and which is a real
symbol of the capital.Our first stop will be in the Mosque, due the Arab domination in the Iberian Peninsula. In the
tenth century, during the rule of Abd-al-Rahman III, the medina at one point had a thousand mosques.
Synagogue, the only one that still stands in the city. Then, the Synagogue, with our local guide, the only one that still
stands in the city, and symbol of the three cultures", because Christians, Arabs and Jews lived together there for
centuries.
In the evening you are transferred to the train station for taking your train back to the Spain’s capital – Madrid.
On arrival transfer and the accommodation at the hotel .Overnight in Madrid.
5.- Madrid
Buffet B/fast and private transfer from hotel to International airport.

Madrid – Cordoba – Sevilla - Granada– Madrid, 7 days
1.- Madrid
Welcome to the Capital fo Spain, At Arrival you are met & are escorted to your hotel by our assistance.
Transfer will be by luxury car, Mercedes or Audi, with driver English speak. Accommodation in your hotel.
2.- Madrid
Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a private Tour of Madrid, by luxury car with driver English speak.
As the capital of Spain, Madrid is a city of great cultural and political importance. A complete vision of Madrid will be
reached at the end of this tour. Having a panoramic sightseeing of the old part of the city.
So we will also approach the façade of the Royal Palace, the 18th century left its Neoclassical mark on the splendid
Royal Palace complex, the Sabatini Gardens and Campo del Moro, located in the city centre. The church of San
Francisco El Grande, the fountains of Paseo del Prado, the Toledo Bridge, the Prado Museum, and Puerta de Alcalá are
also good examples of this splendid style.
3.- Madrid – Cordoba
Buffet B/fat and private transfer from hotel to railway station in odder to pick up the high speed train to Sevilla . Only 2
hours and you are in Cordoba. A World Heritage Site by UNESCO city. Transnfer from railway station to your hotel.
4.- Cordoba – Sevilla
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Buffet b/fast and regular tour from your hotel, for a tour of Cordoba. Meet your guide in the indicated area to start a
fabulous walking tour. With our guide we will take a stroll through the historic quarter of Cordoba is to discover a
beautiful the Mosque-Cathedral, which reflects the importance of the city during medieval times and which is a real
symbol of the capital.Our first stop will be in the Mosque, due the Arab domination in the Iberian Peninsula. In the
tenth century, during the rule of Abd-al-Rahman III, the medina at one point had a thousand mosques.
Synagogue, the only one that still stands in the city. Then, the Synagogue, with our local guide, the only one that still
stands in the city, and symbol of the three cultures", because Christians, Arabs and Jews lived together there for
centuries.In the evening you are transferred to the train station for taking your train to Sevilla Trasnfer from railway
station to your hotel.
5.- Sevilla - Granada
Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a regular tour of Sevilla. Departure from your hotel
First stop will be in the cathedral, one of the world's most beautiful Gothic temples. The dimensions of this cathedral
make it the third largest church in the world.After the Santa Cruz quarter, we will pass by the Reales Alcázares (Royal
Fortresses), Archive of the Indies declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO, we will arrive till the Guadalquivir river,
where we will find the Torre del Oro, of Arab origin, which dates back to the 13th century and was part of the ancient
walls. After lunch, transfer from your hotel and departure by fast train to Granada . In just 3 hours, you will be in
Granada, one of the nicest cities of Spain. At arrival, transfer to your hotel in Granada and accommodation.
Possibility to book as optional a flamenco dance show in the caves of Sacromonte, a mountain where gitans live
centuries ago, they show flamenco dances , always with a local guide

Madrid – Cordoba – Sevilla - Granada– Madrid, 7 days
6 .- Granada – Madrid
Buffet b/fast and joint to a regular tour for a tour of Alhambra Palace & Generalife Gardens in regular tour.
We will arrive to Alhambra, built on the top of a hill.The palace complexes of the Alhambra and Generalife, beside the
Albaicin, have been declared World Heritage Sites by UNESCO.
The Alhambra was the residential of Sultan when arabs dominate Spain and it is a beautiful collection of buildings and
gardens. We will visit also the Generalife, the country residence of the sultan, in which the orchards provided the
palaces with provisions as well as being a recreational area for the nobility. The views are incredible.
Free lunch and in the afternoon, back to Madrid, by train or by flight.
On arrival transfer and the accommodation at the hotel .Overnight in Madrid.
7.- Madrid
Buffet B/fast and private transfer from hotel to International airport.

Madrid – Cordoba – Sevilla - Granada– Barcelona , 8 days
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1.- Madrid
Welcome to the Capital fo Spain, At Arrival you are met & are escorted to your hotel by our assistance.
Transfer will be by luxury car, Mercedes or Audi, with driver English speak. Accommodation in your hotel.
2.- Madrid
Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a private Tour of Madrid, by luxury car with driver English speak.
As the capital of Spain, Madrid is a city of great cultural and political importance. A complete vision of Madrid will be
reached at the end of this tour. Having a panoramic sightseeing of the old part of the city.
So we will also approach the façade of the Royal Palace, the 18th century left its Neoclassical mark on the splendid
Royal Palace complex, the Sabatini Gardens and Campo del Moro, located in the city centre. The church of San
Francisco El Grande, the fountains of Paseo del Prado, the Toledo Bridge, the Prado Museum, and Puerta de Alcalá are
also good examples of this splendid style.
3.- Madrid – Cordoba
Buffet B/fat and private transfer from hotel to railway station in odder to pick up the high speed train to Sevilla . Only 2
hours and you are in Cordoba. A World Heritage Site by UNESCO city. Transnfer from railway station to your hotel.
4.- Cordoba – Sevilla
Buffet b/fast and regular tour from your hotel, for a tour of Cordoba. Meet your guide in the indicated area to start a
fabulous walking tour. With our guide we will take a stroll through the historic quarter of Cordoba is to discover a
beautiful the Mosque-Cathedral, which reflects the importance of the city during medieval times and which is a real
symbol of the capital.Our first stop will be in the Mosque, due the Arab domination in the Iberian Peninsula. In the
tenth century, during the rule of Abd-al-Rahman III, the medina at one point had a thousand mosques.
Synagogue, the only one that still stands in the city. Then, the Synagogue, with our local guide, the only one that still
stands in the city, and symbol of the three cultures", because Christians, Arabs and Jews lived together there for
centuries.In the evening you are transferred to the train station for taking your train to Sevilla Trasnfer from railway
station to your hotel.
5.- Sevilla - Granada
Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a regular tour of Sevilla. Departure from your hotel
First stop will be in the cathedral, one of the world's most beautiful Gothic temples. The dimensions of this cathedral
make it the third largest church in the world.After the Santa Cruz quarter, we will pass by the Reales Alcázares (Royal
Fortresses), Archive of the Indies declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO, we will arrive till the Guadalquivir river,
where we will find the Torre del Oro, of Arab origin, which dates back to the 13th century and was part of the ancient
walls. After lunch, transfer from your hotel and departure by fast train to Granada . In just 3 hours, you will be in
Granada, one of the nicest cities of Spain. At arrival, transfer to your hotel in Granada and accommodation.
Possibility to book as optional a flamenco dance show in the caves of Sacromonte, a mountain where gitans live
centuries ago, they show flamenco dances , always with a local guide

Madrid – Cordoba – Sevilla - Granada–Barcelona,

8 days

6 .- Granada – Barcelona
Buffet b/fast and joint to a regular tour for a tour of Alhambra Palace & Generalife Gardens in regular tour.
We will arrive to Alhambra, built on the top of a hill.The palace complexes of the Alhambra and Generalife, beside the
Albaicin, have been declared World Heritage Sites by UNESCO.
The Alhambra was the residential of Sultan when arabs dominate Spain and it is a beautiful collection of buildings and
gardens. We will visit also the Generalife, the country residence of the sultan, in which the orchards provided the
palaces with provisions as well as being a recreational area for the nobility. The views are incredible.
Free lunch and in the afternoon transfer to the airport to take the flight to Barcelona . Accommodation in your hotel
7.- Barcelona
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Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a private Tour of Barcelona , by luxury car with driver English speak.
The variety and wealth of Barcelona's heritage provide a number of attractive routes through
its various districts. This way, the traveller will get to know the most typical monuments of the city.
Barcelonais a cosmopolitan Mediterranean city.We will visit the façade of Cathedral, the façade of Sagrada Familia.
A unique creation that has become Barcelona's most universal symbol.
Visit will continue to the Olympic Village, Columbus monument and will go direct to Montjuïc Mountain where you will
be able to see the Olympic Stadium and Sant Jordi Palace.
8.- Barcelona
B/fast and private transfer from hotel to International airport. Proceed onwards to your next destination

Madrid – Sevilla – Barcelona,

6 days

1.- Madrid
Welcome to the Capital fo Spain, At Arrival you are met & are escorted to your hotel by our assistance.
Transfer will be by luxury car, Mercedes or Audi, with driver English speak. Accommodation in your hotel.
2.- Madrid
Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a private Tour of Madrid, by luxury car with driver English speak.
As the capital of Spain, Madrid is a city of great cultural and political importance. A complete vision of Madrid will be
reached at the end of this tour. Having a panoramic sightseeing of the old part of the city.
So we will also approach the façade of the Royal Palace, the 18th century left its Neoclassical mark on the splendid
Royal Palace complex, the Sabatini Gardens and Campo del Moro, located in the city centre. The church of San
Francisco El Grande, the fountains of Paseo del Prado, the Toledo Bridge, the Prado Museum, and Puerta de Alcalá are
also good examples of this splendid style.
3.- Madrid – Sevilla
Buffet B/fat and private transfer from hotel to railway station in odder to pick up the high speed train to Sevilla . Only 3
hours and you are in one of the nicer cities of Spain. Trasnfer from railway station to your hotel.
the Andalusia capital! Free afternoon and possibility to book as optional a flamenco dance show in the capital of
Flamenco.
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4.- Sevilla - Barcelona
Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a regular tour of Sevilla. Departure from your hotel
First stop will be in the cathedral, one of the world's most beautiful Gothic temples. The dimensions of this cathedral
make it the third largest church in the world.After the Santa Cruz quarter, we will pass by the Reales Alcázares (Royal
Fortresses), Archive of the Indies declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO, we will arrive till the Guadalquivir river,
where we will find the Torre del Oro, of Arab origin, which dates back to the 13th century and was part of the ancient
walls. After lunch, transfer from your hotel and departure to airport to take the flight from Sevilla to Barcelona
Only 2 hours flight and you are in the Catalonian Capital! The private transfer is organized accommodation in your hotel
5.- Barcelona
Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a private Tour of Barcelona , by luxury car with driver English speak.
The variety and wealth of Barcelona's heritage provide a number of attractive routes through
its various districts. This way, the traveller will get to know the most typical monuments of the city.
Barcelonais a cosmopolitan Mediterranean city.We will visit the façade of Cathedral, the façade of Sagrada Familia.
A unique creation that has become Barcelona's most universal symbol.
Visit will continue to the Olympic Village, Columbus monument and will go direct to Montjuïc Mountain where you will
be able to see the Olympic Stadium and Sant Jordi Palace.
6.- Barcelona
B/fast and private transfer from hotel to International airport. Proceed onwards to your next destination

Madrid – Lisbon – Sevilla – Granada – Madrid , 10 days
1.- Madrid
Welcome to the Capital fo Spain, At Arrival you are met & are escorted to your hotel by our assistance.
Transfer will be by luxury car, Mercedes or Audi, with driver English speak. Accommodation in your hotel.
2.- Madrid
Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a private Tour of Madrid, by luxury car with driver English speak.
As the capital of Spain, Madrid is a city of great cultural and political importance. A complete vision of Madrid will be
reached at the end of this tour. Having a panoramic sightseeing of the old part of the city.
So we will also approach the façade of the Royal Palace, the 18th century left its Neoclassical mark on the splendid
Royal Palace complex, the Sabatini Gardens and Campo del Moro, located in the city centre. The church of San
Francisco El Grande, the fountains of Paseo del Prado, the Toledo Bridge, the Prado Museum, and Puerta de Alcalá are
also good examples of this splendid style.
3.- Madrid – Lisbon
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B/fast and private transfer from hotel to railway station in odder to pick up the flight to Lisbon. Only 1 hour and
You will be in the capital of Portugal. The private transfer is organized on arrival in order to escort you to your hotel.
Accommodation in your hotel
4.- Lisbon
Today we will discover Lisbon. On the right bank of the broad Tagus river estuary, the capital of Portugal graciously
reclines over rolling hills. This is a spectacular geographical location and does much to explain the cosmopolitan history
of the city. Its exceptional natural light, which has long inspired writers, photographs and filmmakers and the medieval
districts bestow Lisbon with the peculiar atmosphere of a city perched somewhere between the European north and the
Mediterranean south. Free afternoon for a fado show with a wine tasting.
5.- Lisbon - Sevilla
B/fast and private transfer from hotel to railway station in odder to pick up the flight or train to Sevilla. The private
transfer is organized on arrival in order to escort you to your hotel. Accommodation in your hotel
6- Sevilla
Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a regular tour of Sevilla. Departure from your hotel
First stop will be in the cathedral, one of the world's most beautiful Gothic temples. The dimensions of this cathedral
make it the third largest church in the world.After the Santa Cruz quarter, we will pass by the Reales Alcázares (Royal
Fortresses), Archive of the Indies declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO, we will arrive till the Guadalquivir river,
where we will find the Torre del Oro, of Arab origin, which dates back to the 13th century and was part of the ancient
walls.

Madrid – Lisbon – Sevilla – Granada – Madrid , 10 days
7 .- Sevilla – Granada
B/fast and private transfer from hotel to railway station in odder to pick up the flight or train to Granada. In just 3
hours, you will be in Granada, one of the nicest cities of Spain. At arrival, transfer to your hotel in Granada and
accommodation. possibility to book as optional a flamenco dance show in the caves of Sacromonte, a mountain where
gitans live centuries ago, they show flamenco dances , always with a local guide
8 .- Granada
Buffet b/fast and joint to a regular tour for a tour of Alhambra Palace & Generalife Gardens in regular tour.
We will arrive to Alhambra, built on the top of a hill.The palace complexes of the Alhambra and Generalife, beside the
Albaicin, have been declared World Heritage Sites by UNESCO.
The Alhambra was the residential of Sultan when arabs dominate Spain and it is a beautiful collection of buildings and
gardens. We will visit also the Generalife, the country residence of the sultan, in which the orchards provided the
palaces with provisions as well as being a recreational area for the nobility. The views are incredible.
Free lunch and in the afternoon,
9 .- Granada – Madrid
b/fast and by fast flight or train to Madrid. Transfer from railway station to
Your hotel. Accommodation
10.- Madrid
Buffet B/fast and private transfer from hotel to International airport. Proceed onwards to your next destination
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Madrid – Lisbon – Sevilla – Granada – Barcelona - 12 days
1.- Madrid
Welcome to the Capital fo Spain, At Arrival you are met & are escorted to your hotel by our assistance.
Transfer will be by luxury car, Mercedes or Audi, with driver English speak. Accommodation in your hotel.
2.- Madrid
Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a private Tour of Madrid, by luxury car with driver English speak.
As the capital of Spain, Madrid is a city of great cultural and political importance. A complete vision of Madrid will be
reached at the end of this tour. Having a panoramic sightseeing of the old part of the city.
So we will also approach the façade of the Royal Palace, the 18th century left its Neoclassical mark on the splendid
Royal Palace complex, the Sabatini Gardens and Campo del Moro, located in the city centre. The church of San
Francisco El Grande, the fountains of Paseo del Prado, the Toledo Bridge, the Prado Museum, and Puerta de Alcalá are
also good examples of this splendid style.
3.- Madrid – Lisbon
B/fast and private transfer from hotel to railway station in odder to pick up the flight to Lisbon. Only 1 hour and
You will be in the capital of Portugal. The private transfer is organized on arrival in order to escort you to your hotel.
Accommodation in your hotel
4.- Lisbon
Today we will discover Lisbon. On the right bank of the broad Tagus river estuary, the capital of Portugal graciously
reclines over rolling hills. This is a spectacular geographical location and does much to explain the cosmopolitan history
of the city. Its exceptional natural light, which has long inspired writers, photographs and filmmakers and the medieval
districts bestow Lisbon with the peculiar atmosphere of a city perched somewhere between the European north and the
Mediterranean south. Free afternoon for a fado show with a wine tasting.
5.- Lisbon - Sevilla
B/fast and private transfer from hotel to railway station in odder to pick up the flight or train to Sevilla. The private
transfer is organized on arrival in order to escort you to your hotel. Accommodation in your hotel
6- Sevilla
Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a regular tour of Sevilla. Departure from your hotel
First stop will be in the cathedral, one of the world's most beautiful Gothic temples. The dimensions of this cathedral
make it the third largest church in the world.After the Santa Cruz quarter, we will pass by the Reales Alcázares (Royal
Fortresses), Archive of the Indies declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO, we will arrive till the Guadalquivir river,
where we will find the Torre del Oro, of Arab origin, which dates back to the 13th century and was part of the ancient
walls.
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Madrid – Lisbon – Sevilla – Granada – Barcelona , 12 days
7 .- Sevilla – Granada
B/fast and private transfer from hotel to railway station in odder to pick up the flight or train to Granada. In just 3
hours, you will be in Granada, one of the nicest cities of Spain. At arrival, transfer to your hotel in Granada and
accommodation. possibility to book as optional a flamenco dance show in the caves of Sacromonte, a mountain where
gitans live centuries ago, they show flamenco dances , always with a local guide
8 .- Granada
Buffet b/fast and joint to a regular tour for a tour of Alhambra Palace & Generalife Gardens in regular tour.
We will arrive to Alhambra, built on the top of a hill.The palace complexes of the Alhambra and Generalife, beside the
Albaicin, have been declared World Heritage Sites by UNESCO.
The Alhambra was the residential of Sultan when arabs dominate Spain and it is a beautiful collection of buildings and
gardens. We will visit also the Generalife, the country residence of the sultan, in which the orchards provided the
palaces with provisions as well as being a recreational area for the nobility. The views are incredible.
Free lunch and in the afternoon,
9 .- Granada – Barcelona
b/fast and by fast flight to Barcelona. Transfer from railway station to your hotel. Accommodation
10.- Barcelona
Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a private Tour of Barcelona , by luxury car with driver English speak.
The variety and wealth of Barcelona's heritage provide a number of attractive routes through
its various districts. This way, the traveller will get to know the most typical monuments of the city.
Barcelonais a cosmopolitan Mediterranean city.We will visit the façade of Cathedral, the façade of Sagrada Familia.
A unique creation that has become Barcelona's most universal symbol. Visit will continue to the Olympic Village,
Columbus monument and will go direct to Montjuïc Mountain where you will be able to see the Olympic Stadium.
11.- Barcelona
Buffet b/fast and free day of Barcelona, possibility to do shopping in ramblas area, to relax on the beach or
go as an optional tour to Montserrat . Montserrat is a mountain, a sanctuary and a monastery founded in the 11th
century, is located in a Natural Park 60 km on the west of Barcelona.
12.- Barcelona
Buffet B/fast and private transfer from hotel to International airport. Proceed onwards to your next destination
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Barcelona – Ibiza, 5 days
1.- Barcelona
Welcome to Barcelona city!! You are in the Catalonian Capital! At Arrival you are met & are escorted to your hotel by
our assistance. Transfer will be by luxury car, Mercedes or Audi, with driver English speak.
Accommodation in your hotel.
2.- Barcelona
Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a private Tour of Barcelona , by luxury car with driver English speak.
The variety and wealth of Barcelona's heritage provide a number of attractive routes through
its various districts. This way, the traveller will get to know the most typical monuments of the city.
Barcelonais a cosmopolitan Mediterranean city.We will visit the façade of Cathedral, the façade of Sagrada Familia.
A unique creation that has become Barcelona's most universal symbol.
Visit will continue to the Olympic Village, Columbus monument and will go direct to Montjuïc Mountain where you will
be able to see the Olympic Stadium and Sant Jordi Palace.
3.- Barcelona - Ibiza – Barcelona
Buffet b/fast and early departure for a full day in Ibiza. Trasnfer from your hotel to airport, and in 1 hour and half you
Will be in Ibiza, one of the Baleraic Islands, the hippy paradise .the nature, culture and fun galore await you.
A guide with car will be waiting you for a tour of the island. You will visit Its beaches and coves compete in beauty
with the landscapes of its inland areas. Come and discover this holiday destination, designated World Heritage by
UNESCO, and get carried away by its special magic. Lunch in a nice restaurant
In front of the beach recommended by our guide.
In the afternoon, back to the airport and accomodation in your hotel of Barcelona or stay in Ibiza for
one night.
4.- Barcelona
Buffet b/fast and free day of Barcelona, possibility to do shopping in ramblas area, to relax on the beach or
go as an optional tour to Montserrat . Montserrat is a mountain, a sanctuary and a monastery founded in the 11th
century, is located in a Natural Park 60 km on the west of Barcelona.
5.- Barcelona
B/fast and private transfer from hotel to International airport. Proceed onwards to your next destination
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Honeymoon Barcelona,

5 days

1.- Barcelona
Welcome to Barcelona city!! You are in the Catalonian Capital! At Arrival you are met & are escorted to your hotel by
our assistance. Transfer will be by luxury car, Mercedes or Audi, with driver English speak.
Accommodation in your hotel and welcome drink at your arrival.
2.- Barcelona
Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a private Tour of Barcelona , by luxury car with driver English speak.
The variety and wealth of Barcelona's heritage provide a number of attractive routes through
its various districts. This way, the traveller will get to know the most typical monuments of the city.
Barcelonais a cosmopolitan Mediterranean city.We will visit the façade of Cathedral, the façade of Sagrada Familia.
A unique creation that has become Barcelona's most universal symbol.
Visit will continue to the Olympic Village, Columbus monument and will go direct to Montjuïc Mountain where you will
be able to see the Olympic Stadium and Sant Jordi Palace.
In the evening, a romantic dinner will be booked for you in front of the sea, located in the Olipic port, Barcelona,
The most privileged views can be enjoyed from a wonderful terrace overlooking the mediterranean where you can
enjoy a menu with a great variety of traditional Paellas , and novel rice dishes wich include the most appropiate
ingredients according to the season of the year.
3.- Barcelona
Buffet b/fast and free day of Barcelona, possibility to do shopping in ramblas area, to relax on the beach or
go as an optional tour to Montserrat . Montserrat is a mountain, a sanctuary and a monastery founded in the 11th
century, is located in a Natural Park 60 km on the west of Barcelona.
In the evening, a flamenco show will be booked for you,quality show, direct heir to the purest of traditions.
It is an authentic tablao show has no formal choreography , each artist, interprets individually his or her number and
the rest follow the beat, marking the rhythm, accompanying it and strenghtening it.
4.- Barcelona
Buffet b/fast and free day of Barcelona, possibility to do shopping in ramblas area, to relax on the beach or
go as an optional tour to Montserrat . Montserrat is a mountain, a sanctuary and a monastery founded in the 11th
century, is located in a Natural Park 60 km on the west of Barcelona.
5.- Barcelona
B/fast and private transfer from hotel to International airport. Proceed onwards to your next destination
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Honeymoon Barcelona – Mallorca,
7 days
1.- Barcelona
Welcome to Barcelona city!! You are in the Catalonian Capital! At Arrival you are met & are escorted to your hotel by
our assistance. Transfer will be by luxury car, Mercedes or Audi, with driver English speak.
Accommodation in your hotel and welcome drink at your arrival.
2.- Barcelona
Buffet b/fast and, in the morning, you will have a private Tour of Barcelona , by luxury car with driver English speak.
The variety and wealth of Barcelona's heritage provide a number of attractive routes through
its various districts. This way, the traveller will get to know the most typical monuments of the city.
Barcelonais a cosmopolitan Mediterranean city.We will visit the façade of Cathedral, the façade of Sagrada Familia.
A unique creation that has become Barcelona's most universal symbol.
Visit will continue to the Olympic Village, Columbus monument and will go direct to Montjuïc Mountain where you will
be able to see the Olympic Stadium and Sant Jordi Palace.
In the evening, a romantic dinner will be booked for you in front of the sea, located in the Olipic port, Barcelona,
The most privileged views can be enjoyed from a wonderful terrace overlooking the mediterranean where you can
enjoy a menu with a great variety of traditional Paellas , and novel rice dishes wich include the most appropiate
ingredients according to the season of the year.
3.- Barcelona
Buffet b/fast and free day of Barcelona, possibility to do shopping in ramblas area, to relax on the beach or
go as an optional tour to Montserrat . Montserrat is a mountain, a sanctuary and a monastery founded in the 11th
century, is located in a Natural Park 60 km on the west of Barcelona.
In the evening, a flamenco show will be booked for you,quality show, direct heir to the purest of traditions.
It is an authentic tablao show has no formal choreography , each artist, interprets individually his or her number and
the rest follow the beat, marking the rhythm, accompanying it and strenghtening it.
4.- Barcelona – Mallorca
B/fast and private transfer from hotel to airport to enjoy one of the nicest islands of Spain. Majorca is synonymous with
world-renowned beaches and coves, but is also a perfect destination to enjoy countryside, golf, culture, water sports,
entertainment... There are many reasons to visit this enclave in the Balearic Islands. Welcome arrival by transfer to
your hotel. Accommodation

Honeymoon Barcelona – Mallorca, 7 days
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5.- Mallorca
B/fast in your fantastic hotel with rooms sea view and free day. Possibility to relax in your hotel or in the beach, or add
a optional tour in the island To explore their special personality and discover their most beautiful locations.
Or rent a boat to discober the island
6.- Mallorca – Barcelona
Buffet b/fast and free day. In the afternoon, back to the airport and accomodation in your hotel of Barcelona
7.- Barcelona
B/fast and private transfer from hotel to International airport. Proceed onwards to your next destination
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